Naming Opportunities (rev. July 10, 2015)

Here is your opportunity to invest in your community! Please consider supporting Southeastern Community College’s Building the Dream campaign with either an outright gift paid in full, a pledge payable over a period of up to five years, or a planned gift, such as a bequest or a charitable gift annuity. Numerous options and locations are available.

Gifts can be paid in many forms, including cash, stocks, and matching gifts. The SCC Foundation encourages you to visit with your tax preparer to evaluate the tax implications of gifts and identify optimal ways to give. Thank you for your leadership and support.

HEALTH SCIENCES COMPLEX NAME (West Burlington Campus) - $3.5 million (RESERVED)

Ring Road - $50,000 (RESERVED)
New road encircling the Health Sciences Complex to connect Gear Avenue on the east with College Drive on the south.
HALL OF SCIENCES BUILDING NAME (West Burlington Campus) - $1 million (RESERVED)

First Floor Wing - $500,000

Engineering Classroom/Labs (2) @ $125,000 (A/B RESERVED)
Biology Classroom/Lab A - $100,000
State-of-the-art teaching space.

Physics Classroom/Lab - $125,000 (RESERVED)
State-of-the-art teaching space.

Chemistry Classroom/Lab - $100,000
State-of-the-art teaching space.

Large Lecture/Classroom – $125,000 (RESERVED)
Flexible, “smart” learning space for all disciplines.

Lecture/Classrooms A&B (2) @ $25,000
Four flexible and furnished learning spaces.

Greenhouse - $50,000 – First floor
Functioning 2-story solarium to support the sciences.

Student Collaboration Areas (2 Lg SCA A&B) @ $25,000
Furnished area with writable walls/tech. (A RESERVED)

Student Collaboration Areas (2 Sm SCA C&D) @ $5,000
Furnished spaces with writable walls. (C & D RESERVED)

Reserved by Donor
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HALL OF SCIENCES, 2nd Floor (West Burlington Campus)

Second Floor Wing - $500,000

Biology Classroom/Labs B-D (3) - $100,000
State-of-the-art teaching space.

Large Lecture/Classroom – $100,000
Flexible learning space for all disciplines.

Large Open Format Adjunct Office Suite - $15,000
Furnished open area to prep and assist students.

Student Collaboration Areas (2 Lg SCA E&F) - $25,000
Furnished spaces with writable walls and technology.
*(SCA F RESERVED)*

Conference Room - $50,000
Furnished room with communication technology.

Greenhouse - $50,000 – Second floor
Functioning 2-story solarium to support the sciences.

Skywalk between Science & HP - $50,000
Large glassed-in connector hallway.

Student Lounge - $25,000 (RESERVED)
Seating area for studying and collaboration.

Large Open Adjunct Office Suite - $15,000 (RESERVED)
Furnished area for adjuncts to prep and assist students.

Faculty Offices (8 A-H) - $10,000
Furnished spaces for faculty to prep and assist students.

Faculty Work/Print Room – $10,000
Space and equipment for printing, copying & collating.

Student Collaboration Areas (2 Sm SCA G&H) - $5,000
Furnished spaces with writable walls.
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HEALTH PROFESSIONS CENTER NAME (West Burlington Campus) – $1 million (reserved)

First Floor Wing - $500,000

Health Simulated Hospital Classroom/Lab - $500,000
Three “hospitalized” computer simulated mannequins (adult male and female, baby), control room, and two high tech conference rooms to confer with students.
- 2 Sim Conf Rm A-B @ $20,000 ea. (A: RESERVED)
- 3 Sim Rms A-C @ $50,000 ea.

Certified Nurse Assistant (C.N.A.) Classrooms/Lab - $100,000
Lab replicates 5 medical offices. Classroom is flexible and includes state-of-the-art technologies.

Emergency Medical Systems (EMS) Classroom/Lab - $100,000 (RESERVED)
Actual ambulance and simulated residential space to learn patient extraction and movement. Flex classroom, state-of-the-art teaching & learning techs.

Respiratory Therapy Classroom/Lab - $100,000
Includes ICU, pulmonary/general care beds for training on simulated mannequins, flex training space/storage.

Conference Room - $25,000 (RESERVED)
Large table & chairs with videoconference technology.

Certified Nurse Assistant (C.N.A.) Classroom - $25,000 (RESERVED)
Flexible, furnished learning space with technology.

Emergency Medical Systems (EMS) Classroom - $25,000 (RESERVED)
Flexible, furnished learning space with technology.

General Classrooms/Labs (3 Gen A-C) @ $25,000 ea. (A: ______; B & C: RESERVED)
Three flexible, furnished “Smart” learning spaces.

Student Collaboration Areas (4 SCA A-D) @ $25,000 ea. (A - D RESERVED)
Seating, writable walls, tech

“Central Perk” Student Space/Lobby - $15,000
Beverage station and study space near stairwell. (RESERVED)

Faculty Offices (10 FO A-J) - $10,000
Furnished spaces for faculty to prep and assist students. (A & B: RESERVED)

Faculty Work/Print Room – $10,000
Space and equipment for printing, copying & collating.

Reception Area in Faculty Office Suite - $5,000 (RESERVED)
Furnished area to meet and assist visitors.

First Level Floor Plan

---
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HEALTH PROFESSIONS CENTER 2ND Floor (West Burlington Campus)

Second Floor Wing - $500,000

Scale-Up Classroom – $500,000
State-of-the-art, flexible teaching space with interactive technologies; for use by all disciplines.

Nursing Classroom/Lab - $100,000 (RESERVED)
Six-bed classroom/lab and state-of-the-art technology classroom for optimal teaching and learning.

Nursing Lecture Classroom - $100,000 (RESERVED)
Large state-of-the-art “Smart” lecture room.

Medical Assistant (M.A.) Phlebotomy Classroom/Lab - $100,000
State-of-the-art teaching and learning space.

Conference Room in Faculty Office Suite - $25,000
Large table & chairs with videoconference technology.

Medical Assistant (M.A.) Phlebotomy Classrooms (2) - $25,000
Two furnished lecture rooms with smart technology.

Student Collaboration Areas (4 SCA E-H) - $25,000
(E: RESERVED; F:__; G:__; H:__) Hallway seating with writable walls and technology.

Faculty Offices (11 FO K-U) - $10,000
Furnished spaces for faculty to prep and assist students.

Adjunct Office Suite - $10,000
Open area furnished for several adjuncts to work and meet with students.
**Industrial Maintenance Technology (IMT)**
**Classroom/Lab - $250,000**
Large, flexible teaching and learning space equipped with state-of-the-art training machines focusing on mechanical systems like computer numerical controls, programmable logic controllers, welding, rigging, motor controls, electricity, pneumatics, hydraulics, HVAC, thermal, robotics, and pipe threading and bending.

**IMT Training Classrooms/Labs (2) – $100,000 (Reserved)**
Equipped training spaces for industrial motor controls and programmable logic controllers.

**Computer Classroom – $100,000**
Computer equipped classrooms to support technical training programs.

---

**Industrial Maintenance Operations Skills (IMOS)**
**Classrooms/Shops-Labs - $100,000**
Flexible training spaces to support the industrial maintenance operations skills training program.

**New Entrance Road - $50,000**

**Student Collaboration Areas (2) - $25,000**
Two seating areas with writable walls and technology to support learning.

**Faculty & Student Break Room – $25,000 (RESERVED)**
Tables and chairs to encourage collaboration.

**Faculty Offices (3 FO A-C) - $10,000**
Furnished space for faculty to prep and assist students.
KEOKUK – Industrial Technology Center

First Level Floor Plan

Reserved by Donor
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RESIDENCE HALL NAME – 3 story (West Burlington) - $2 million

Student Clubhouse/Commons
4,000 square feet. Spaces for studying, meeting, gaming and laundry.

First Floor Name - $500,000
Second Floor Name - $500,000
Third Floor Name - $500,000

12 Two Bed/Two Bath Apartments – 681 sf - $50,000 each
18 Four Bed/Four Bath Apartment – 867 sf - $100,000 each
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Living Lab (100 trees) - $1,000
Gorgeous, established trees planted and including bronze recognition plaque. To be incorporated in science and agriculture curricula at both campuses and centers.
(1 RESERVED)

Courtyard Accents (30 benches) – $2,500
Lovely, comfortable, sturdy and long-lasting seating built by SCC Welding and Construction Technology program students. To be located in pedestrian courtyards and throughout both campuses and both centers.
(1 RESERVED)

Concrete Demi-Lune Walkways on South Lawn at West Burlington Campus - $25,000
Sweeping curves of concrete to encourage enjoyment of the campus lawns.

Building 100/Callison Hall
Various classrooms and offices

Building 200
Various classrooms/ labs and offices

Building 300
Various classrooms/labs and offices

Building 400
Various classrooms/labs and offices
Little Theater
Café
Entry Foyer

Building 500/Trustee Hall
(Art Gallery – $250,000 – RESERVED)
Various classrooms/labs and offices

Building 600 – Welding - $500,000
Classroom - $25,000
Lab - $75,000
(Office – $10,000 RESERVED)

Building 700 – Construction Technology - $500,000
CT CR A – D @ $25,000 ea.
Multi-use CR A-B @ $25,000
CT Lab - $100,000
CT Office - $10,000
General Office - $10,000

Agri-Stock Arena - $1,000,000